Abstract. The compressive sensing (CS) theory says that for some kind of signals there is no need to keep or transfer all the data acquired accordingly to the Nyquist criterion. In this work we investigate if the CS approach is applicable for recording and analysis of radio astronomy (RA) signals. Since CS methods are applicable for the signals with sparse (and compressible) representations, the compressibility of RA signals is verified. As a result, we identify which RA signals can be processed using CS, find the parameters which can improve or degrade CS application to RA results, describe the optimum way how to perform signal filtering in CS applications. Also, a range of virtual LabVIEW instruments are created for the signal analysis with the CS theory.
INTRODUCTION
For the research of distant and faint radio astronomical (RA) objects, about two tens of radio telescopes are involved in observing sessions in the Very Long Basis Interferometry (VLBI) project. In a single session an individual station usually records about ten GB of observational data. Such big amount of data is received because of high sampling rate which is required by the Nyquist criterion. In ordinary VLBI sessions, hard-drive data disks are sent to the correlator station for processing and imaging of radio sources. In the case of modern e-VLBI, there is no need for post office utilities, but there is need for a good network infrastructure to handle data transfer without interruptions. In the case of creation of an observational archive there is also need for a sufficient storage space.
The compressive sensing (CS) today is a quite attractive technique as the search in Springer 1 gives more than 12 thousand hits. The CS-based methods are used in many applications and research areas, for example, image denoising, artificial intelligence, machine learning. By its nature CS is used in RA as an effective tool for image synthesis (deconvolution) and image quality improvement (denoising) (Li et al. 2011; Suksmono 2009; Högbom 1974; Wiaux et al. 2009; Wenger et al. 2010) .
As is shown in Donoho (2006) , Candès et al. (2006a) or Candès & Romberg (2007) , the application of CS is determined by the signal sparsity or compressibility -if the signal in some representation is sparse, then it is compressible and vice versa. Although in Springer about three hundred articles are related to CS and RA, no articles are devoted to compressive sampling of RA signals. The aim of this work is a research of compressibility of RA signals to find if CS methods are applicable to RA signals directly.
We start from the analysis of RA signal classes to identify signal types for which CS methods can be successfully applied. Then the necessary instruments for RA signal analysis in LabVIEW are developed, in particular a tool for the analysis of signal entropy, a tool for the analysis of sparsity of signal transformation spectra, and others. Different RA signals for the analysis were collected by taking previous RA observational data and by new observations of the selected space objects.
The most important results are: nearly all RA signals are compressible, only some specific RA signals are sparse, the signal spectrum cannot represent its sparsity, the signal filtering in CS can be done without a dedicated signal filtering stage in the signal path. The analysis of CS measurement matrix and specific steps in the signal recovery can help to improve the quality of the signal.
THEORY

Compressive sensing
In overall CS can be described using a citation from Fornasier & Rauhut (2011) : "Compressive sensing is a new type of sampling theory, which predicts that sparse signals and images can be reconstructed from what was previously believed to be incomplete information. As a main feature, efficient algorithms such as 1-minimization can be used for recovery." In the paper only most important definitions and statements are given to show why such methodology is chosen. The complete theory is described in Candès et al. (2006a) , Candès & Romberg (2007) and Fornasier & Rauhut (2011) .
Sparse signals
For a given signal x there can be a lot of transforms (representations), where the transform coefficient vector c has only a small amount k of non-zero entries. In the matrix form:
where Ψ is so-called transform or sparse basis matrix with the dimensions N × N , where N is the total number of samples in x. Figure 1 shows the transformation of a picture of letter "R" (honouring experiments at the Rice University) with the Haar matrix. Figure 2 shows the reconstruction results using Eq. (1), where different amount of non-zero coefficients are taken for recovery (coefficients are thresholded by a certain value for k limiting). The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) was calculated to show the degree of degradation of the reconstructed image.
(a) (b) (c) Fig. 1 . Transformation of a signal using the Haar basis: (a) binary picture of "R" with dimensions 32 × 32 pixels; (b) the Haar matrix; (c) the picture representation in the transformed domain.
(a) (b) (c) Fig. 2 . The restored picture after thresholding of the transform coefficients (see Figure  1c ): (a) k = 558, PSNR = 30,32 dB; (b) k = 592, PSNR = 34,64 dB; (c) k = 632, perfect recovery.
As can be seen in the Haar representation (Figure 1 ) there is a lot of non-zero entries in c; k is not small so in this case the Haar transform (HT) cannot be called as a sparse representation of x. At the same time, the Walsh transform (WT), which uses the ordered Walsh matrix, can be called as a sparse representation of x because just for k = 256 it gives a perfect recovery (Figure 3a) . The discrete cosine transform (DCT) does not give a perfect recovery in this case even for k close to N because of a binary nature of the original signal (Figure 3b) .
The process of applying the transform to a signal is called sparsifying transform (Lustig et al. 2007) . Actually, for known x and Ψ this means solving of (1) for c if the transform coefficients are needed. The number of non-zero entries k in c does represent the signal sparsity -it is said that c is k-sparse, but the signal x can be also called as k-sparse because it has a k-sparse representation.
Identity transform
RA signals usually are very weak, in Very Long Basis Interferometry (VLBI) their level usually is below the noise level of receiving system and the background noise, so usually RA signals are recorded only with a couple of quantization levels. Signal is captured in a way that keeps average value of the signal close to 0.5, where 1 is the logical level '1' of the capture hardware. Such signal can be treated as sparse because in the signal usually a half of the readings are zero. Similar assumptions are used in medical image processing (Lustig et al. 2997) . To use CS methods original signal can be "transformed" to sparse representation using the identity transform by taking in (1) Ψ = I, where I is the identity matrix.
Sensing of the signal
The signal sensing is being done by calculating so-called measurement vector:
where Φ is the measurement matrix with dimensions M * N , where M is determined by properties of x, Φ and Ψ; usually M N (Donoho 2006; Candès et al. 2006a; Candès & Romberg 2007; Fornasier & Rauhut 2011; Lustig et al. 2007) . The values of Φ rows are the measurement basis vectors φ m (m = 1..M ), while the values of the Ψ columns are the transformation or sparse basis vectors ψ n (n = 1, ..., N ) (Baron et al. 2005) . If in Eq. (2) x is k-sparse signal and Ψ = I then x can be found by solving (2) with 1-minimization. If x itself is not sparse but has k-sparse representation, then (2) is transformed to:
where Θ is so-called reconstruction matrix with dimensions M * N . Actually Eq. (3) is the same as (2) in cases when x is k-sparse, because then Ψ = I. Columns of Θ are called the holographic basis (Baron et al. 2005) . Sparse representation c of signal x is found by means of holographic basis using 1-minimization, but the signal x is found by means of (1). In the CS construction of well formed Φ is most important, there are restrictions to its content -the measurements in y should be independent and incoherent, so Φ must fulfill the restricted isometric property (RIP) and incoherence restrictions. The last restriction means, that the basis {φ m } cannot sparsely represent the elements of the basis {ψ n } (incoherence of the two bases) (Donoho 2006; Candès et al. 2006a; Baron et al. 2005; Candès & Tao 2006) . RIP (initially called the uniform uncertainty principle in Candès et al. (2006a) , Fornasier & Rauhut (2011) and Candès et al. (2006b) ) is determined by orthogonality of Φ columns -less orthogonality demands more measurements for a complete recovery of x. If {ψ n } is some orthonormal basis, then the measurement matrix Φ obeys RIP if it is formed as • N column vectors sampled uniformly at random on the unit sphere of R M ; • independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) entries from the normal distribution with the mean value 0 and the variance 1/M ;
• other sub-Gaussian distributions;
• the matrix elements using a special techniques (Candès & Walkin 2008; Xu et al. 2010 ).
Analysis of space signal classes
A rough analysis of the RA signal classes 2 shows that there are two basic classes of RA signals.
I. The radio emission of the following sources covers wide spectral ranges, usually more than 1 GHz: (1) most thermal emission-based radio sources with roughly blackbody or flat spectrum; (2) quasars and radio galaxies with the powerlaw spectral distribution; (3) pulsars with very steep spectrum (spectral indices α = -1.8 to -1.6); (4) the Sun; (5) radio emission from auroras or lightning of planetary objects.
II. The emission of the following sources usually covers narrow spectral ranges: (1) spectral lines, (2) the emission from the heliopause triggered by an interplanetary shock, observable at kHz frequencies (Gurnett et al. 1993) .
The wide-band signals are observed in channels (bands) with the bandwidths ranging from 1 to 32 MHz (Bezrukovs et al. 2012) . After splitting in channels the spectrum of a wide band signal looks like white noise. From information theory it is known, that such signals are unpredictable, so incompressible. In the case when the level of the observed signal is below the system noise level, the signal on the input of a digitizing unit will be the white noise. Actually, because of filtering, the signal in the channels after registration will never be a real white noise, so it could be compressible but could not have a sparse representation. As the VIRAC participates in the ionospheric research and observations of space debris and asteroids, there are two more signal classes for analysis: the GPS signals used for the ionospheric research and the monochromatic 5 GHz signals emitted at Evpatoria (Crimea, Ukraine) by a planetary radar RT-70 (P = 20-100 kW) and reflected by near-Earth objects.
The bandwidth of the GPS signal in comparison with bandwidths of most of RA signals is quite narrow (Figure 4 ) -only about 20 MHz. Even more -for the ionospheric research only its central maximum is used, so the signal can be filtered to remove the noise and the remaining parts of the GPS signal spectrum. The GPS signal is powerful, so after filtering it should be well compressible.
Monochromatic signal recordings should be compressible very well if the signal, reflected from the object, is sufficiently powerful (the noise makes the signal more unpredictable, so incompressible). As filtering decreases the signal informativity, it is expected that additional signal filtering will improve its compressibility.
Filtering
During this work two kinds of signal filtering have been done. In the text below one filtering is named pre-processing, another one -cleaning. Both filtering processes simply remove specific components of the signal spectrum as described below. The cleaning can be realized as described in Section 3.4.
Signal pre-processing
For the registration of the observed space signal the unit TN-16 (Bezrukovs et al. 2012) has been used. As can be seen from Figure 5a , this unit inserts into the captured signal so-called frequency marks, the signals with the frequencies m × 125 kHz (m = 1, 2,...). For the analysis we took the signals with and without frequency marks -removing of these marks from the registered signal in the scope of this work is called 'signal pre-processing'. Pre-processing has been done by elimination of the spectrum components related to the frequency marks (see Figure 5b) .
As it is seen from Figs. 5b, 6 and 7, the signal former can have a non-uniform frequency characteristic (the frequency-response curve) what could explain cyclic waves of spectral envelope of the pre-processed signals. A deeper analysis shows that frequency marks formed by TN-16 have side maxima which are not stable in frequency, so the filter of frequency marks has to be manually adjusted for each data file. In Tables 1-3 , which give the results of analysis, for each class of signals two rows of the results are given -one row is for the unprocessed signals and the another row -for the pre-processed signals; rows are marked with the letters U and P, respectively. 
Signal cleaning
To check the effect of filtering, only the narrow-band signals with the signal level above the noise level can be taken for the analysis because: (1) for wideband signals it is difficult to identify which components in the spectrum originate from space and which belong to the noise; (2) for narrow-band signals the filter frequency can be found only if the general spectrum component of the signal rises above the noise level (actually, in some cases the signal frequency can be roughly pre-calculated, in such cases it is possible to work with the signals of interest being below the noise level).
The pre-processed signal reflected by a space debris was filtered using a simple noise filter -DCT spectrum components with the magnitude below some level were zeroed (similar results will be given by the band-pass filter with the central frequency around the pre-calculated frequency of the reflected monochromatic signal). The noise filter thresholding level was chosen at 1% and 2% from the amplitude of the maximum amplitude of the spectrum component. The results, marked as F1 and F2, are given in the last two rows of Tables 1-3.
Space signal compressibility tests
The signal compressibility was tested using the three different approaches: (1) tests using special software made only for one purpose -compression of the files (file archivers); (2) entropy analysis of space signals; (3) analysis of space signals using the signal transforms.
2.4.1. Analysis of space signal compressibility using file archivers Since our task was not testing all the archiving formats, only two formats have been checked: 'zip' and '7z'. Although the 'rar' archiving looks promising (Nieminen 2004), it was not used because of the proprietary compression algorithm 3 . To calculate the compression efficiency, the files containing space signals were compressed into the zip and 7z formats, then the sizes of the archived files were divided by the sizes of the uncompressed files to get the signal compression efficiency results comparable to the results given by the entropy analysis. Thus, in the scope of this work a lower value of the compression efficiency means better compression of the signal. If for some signal the compression efficiency is 1, then the original signal should have the sparse representation. It is predictable that wide-band and noisy signals will have the compression efficiency close to 1, while the narrow-band and powerful monochromatic signals should have the compression efficiency 1.
Entropy analysis of space signals
The entropy represents uncertainty or average informativity in bits of a message X (signal) per message symbol x (MacKay 2003):
where P (x) is the probability to receive symbol x in message that can contain a set of symbols A x ; for P (x) = 0 there is defined 0 * log 2 (1/0) ≡ 0. If P (x) is uniform, the entropy is maximum (the signal is completely unpredictable):
where |A x | is the number of elements in the set of symbols A x . The ratio
represents the efficiency of usage of the message space which shows, how much the original signal can be compressed -a lower E(X) is for the redundant signals.
To analyze the space signal redundancy, a line of virtual instruments (according LabVIEW terminology, VIs) in LabVIEW were created: VIs for calculation of the message entropy and the maximum entropy, VIs for analyzing the space data files (message symbol sizes 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 bits), and VI integrating all the previously mentioned.
Analysis of space signal compressibility using the signal transforms
To perform such test, a tool for space signal sparsity analysis in LabVIEW was created. It reads 1024 data samples from disk and finds a signal x transform (hopefully -sparse) c for the three cases: DCT, WT, HT. Then the transform coefficients are thresholded by a variable level and the recovered signal x is found with Eq. (1). Because the recovered signal is no more binary, it is thresholded against the average value of the recovered x. The PSNR of the final binary sig-nal against the original signal is calculated. The amount of necessary spectrum components for perfect recovery directly represents the sparsity of the signal.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To obtain space signals for the analysis, a dedicated observing session with the VIRAC-operated radio telescope RT-32 has been organized. Some data files were taken from the archive. The files of observational data were created by means of the unit TN-16 working with 4 MHz sampling frequency. The following datasets were analyzed: (1) the clear sky, (2) the supernova (SN) remnant 3C461/CasA, (3) the quasar 3C454.3, off the galaxy disk, (4) the CSS quasar 3C147.1, (5) Jupiter, (6) space debris, (7) (6) and (7) are narrow-band, others are wide-band.
Results of signal analysis using the file archivers
The results of the analysis are shown in Table 1 . It is seen that the compression efficiency for the unprocessed data is close to 1 (93-99%). However, the processed data can be compressed also considerably -down to 60% of the original file size. The most compressed are the white noise signals -the quasar 3C 147.1 and the SN remnant 3C461/CasA signals ( Figure 6 ). The spectra of both objects exhibit a pseudo white-noise with a cyclic spectrum characteristic curve. Between the assumed space signal classes, narrow-band signals (the space debris and asteroid observed in the radar mode) will be compressed better. However, Table 1 shows that these unprocessed or pre-processed signals do not compress well. This can be explained by a low signal power at the receiver input, when monochromatic radar signal is reflected back from a small object. As a result, the PSNR of the registered signal is low. The cleaned signal from space debris gives the compression efficiency 6.8% and 0.17% only. That means, that the signal has a sparse representation and the CS methods are applicable to them. In this case, the filtering increases sparsity of pre-processed signals up to about 450 times. Consequently, the filtering of the received signals is a key for success in application of the CS method in radio astronomy.
Results of the signal entropy analysis
For each dataset the entropy of available files was analyzed using a LabVIEW tool. Then the result was normalized to the maximum entropy for each symbol size to get the efficiency, Eq. (6). The results are given in Table 2 , sorted by the results for SS=8. It is seen that the efficiency for the unprocessed data again is close to 1, but it is a little better than in the case of archivers test (92-99%). The best efficiency again is for the white noise signals -the CSS quasar 3C147.1 and Jupiter (Figs. 6 and 7) . The efficiency increases with the size of the symbol, but for plausible analysis, for example, SS=8 and maximum entropy, the file should contain at least 256 symbols (bytes) -in such a case it is possible to find each symbol in the file at least once. For SS=16 the file should contain at least 2 16 symbols or 2 17 bytes = 128 kB. Usually symbols are not uniformly distributed, so for some statistics the file should contain more bytes. Because of the signal preprocessing and cleaning method limitations, all the analyzed files contain precisely 18 bytes of space signal data, so the efficiency calculated with SS=16 cannot be plausible -therefore in Table 2 we do not give the column for SS=16. Table 2 shows that the best achievable efficiency at SS = 8 is 65%. This means that the modern archivers apply more effective algorithms for file compression, because in the previous subsection the best compression efficiency was 60%. The signals related to the noisy space debris and the asteroid in the radar mode do not compress well as expected. The entropy analysis of the space debris observations, cleaned from the noise, for SS = 8 gives the efficiency 43.5% and 39.5%. The comparison of the compression efficiency and the effectiveness of observations calculated by the simple entropy analysis shows that the results are quite similar to expected, and the simple entropy analysis is not a good tool for finding the signal compression efficiency -the new algorithms of archivers for compressible signals give better results.
Results using the signal transforms
The results of the signal transform analysis are sorted by the best result in Table 3 . The results show, that even the unprocessed signals in the best case need only 569 (∼ 56%) of the original spectrum components for a perfect signal recovery and 648 (∼ 63%) in the worst case. With the pre-processed data in the best case only 314 (∼ 31%) components from 1024 are needed for a perfect signal recovery (see the signal spectrum in Figure 5 ). This can be explained by thresholding done at the signal recovery stage. It is assumed that larger number of samples taken for the analysis gives better results -less spectral components (in %) for a perfect signal recovery will be needed for longer signals.
The sparsity analysis of the cleaned signal of the space debris gives that 312 spectrum components, and only 10 (< 1%) components are needed for a perfect recovery of signals if they are cleaned as described in Section 2.3.2. This again shows that the filtering (noise cleaning) of the observed signals is mandatory for CS applications for RA signals, and with CS achievable signal compression levels are comparable to those reached with the best file archivers.
Filtering in CS
As it was shown in previous chapters, filtering is a key for success of CS application on RA signals. The problem is that only signals from some source classes can be filtered to remove the system or background noise (cleaning):
(1) in the case of wide-band signal sources it is impossible to identify the noise and object signal components in the observed spectrum;
(2) when the signal is narrow-band and it is powerful enough to rise in the power spectrum above the noise level of the receiving system, it is possible to filter the noise and leave the narrow spectrum signal which can be handled using the CS approach, because the signal can become sparse; (3) when the signal is narrow-band and its main frequency is known or can be predicted, it is possible to filter out most noise and leave the narrow spectrum signal and the remaining noise which can be handled using the CS approach since the filtering result can become sparse.
In the last two cases, CS has a hidden advantage described below. Usually, when the signal is filtered in the time domain using a filter kernel
it is possible to create a diagonal-like matrix
with a kernel on the diagonal and get the filtered signal
In the case of CS such signal sensing from Eq. (2) gives
where F = Φ K is the filtering measurement matrix. Thus, the filtering in CS can be done without dedicated filtering stage before taking measurements -F has to be pre-calculated for real time applications like CS of RA signals. Although the signal pre-processing is filtering too, the CS of such signal and the frequency mark removing following Eq. (10) should not be used for wide-band signals as after the frequency mark removing wide-band signals can be not sparse (see sections 3.1-3.3).
There can be the opposite use of Eq. 
where Φ is well formed and K is a matrix with the structure like Eq. (8), then it is possible to find x sequentially solving Eq. (10) for f and Eq. (9) for x using the matrices Φ and K . Such way to find the signal x should give better results than a direct solving of Eq. (2) in the case when Φ is poorly formed because in this case the measurements actually are made using Eq. (10) -according to theory, the direct solving of Eq. (2) for x with badly formed Φ should give a worse result for the signal x than solving of Eq. (10) for f using the well formed matrix Φ . This was not proved or tested here as it is not the aim of this paper.
FUTURE WORK
In the present study the following further research directions are identified.
(1) After filtering of the binary signals in spectral representation proper threshold level, for the conversion back to binary form should be used. In paper simple thresholding above the average level of the filtered signal is used to convert the signal back to the binary format. It has to be determined how the thresholding scheme changes the filtering result;
(2) It has to be checked if larger data blocks and CS structures allow to reach better results in CS applications for RA; (3) It has to be proved that the recovered signal can be improved following the signal recovery scheme described in Section 3.4.
CONCLUSIONS
(1) We showed that CS methods can be used to process binary RA signals by means of identity transform (Section 2.1.2).
(2) It was demonstrated that RA signals are compressible, usually they are neither sparse nor have sparse representations (Sections 3.1-3.3).
(3) It was demonstrated that RA signals with a noise-like spectrum can be well compressed -up to 60% from the initial file size (Sections 3.1-3.3).
(4) We showed that the filtering is a key for success of the application of CS methods to RA signals -after filtering RA signals can become sparse and the possible real-time CS signal compression level (up to 100 times, Section 3.3) can be comparable with the compression level that can be reached by the best file archivers with complicated and not real-time application (up to 500 times, Section 3.1).
(5) For narrow-band RA signals with good PSNR the CS method could be applicable even without filtering (compression level about 2 times, Section 3.3).
(6) For some wide-band RA signals the CS could be applicable too even without filtering (compression level up to 3 times -Section 3.3).
(7) We showed that no convolution in the filtering phase in case of CS is needed, filtering can be accomplished in the CS measurement phase thus decreasing the CS signal path complexity (Section 3.4).
(8) The analysis of the measurement matrices can help to improve the CS signal recovery.
(9) If in the measurement matrix a convolution filter is embedded, then the signal recovery can be done in two stage process that should give the restored signal with better quality than the signal after direct CS signal recovery (Section 3.4). 
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